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Interview with
Abbot Daniel Maloney, OSB

Abbot Daniel Maloney is the
spiritual leader of Assumption
Abbey, elected by the monks to be
father to them, in a figurative sense,
and their major superior under
canon law. The editor of this
newsletter recently met with Abbot
Daniel for a question and answer
session. The following is a
transcription of that session:

What do you think is important
for the survival of religious life
today?

Vocations would be the main
thing. Also, lack of interference
from the government. And then
certainly encouragement from
bishops; being able to work
with bishops. As regards
monastic life in particular, we
do not carry on as many
apostolic works as other
religious congregations, but it’s
still important to have a good
relationship with the local
bishop. And then, of course, it’s
very important for us to receive
vocations, and to form these
newcomers to monastic life
properly.

What sort of example should
monks give to the public? Not
just Catholics but the broader
public?

There is a message in living the
monastic life as fully as possible, Abbot Daniel Maloney with the assembled community in the Abbey church.

which involves both prayer and
work, doing things that would
benefit the Church and the local
community. Another aspect of
monastic life is to show
hospitality to those who come
to the Abbey, to be concerned
not only with their material
needs but also their spiritual
needs.

What kind of prayerful
example should monks give?

One obvious example would be
to carry out the Liturgy as well
as possible, which includes the
celebration of the Eucharist and
the Divine Office. Also to
generally have an attitude of
dedication to God and service

to others and to carry out our
work and duties to the best of
our ability. Also, good steward-
ship is important, making good
use of our resources. And also
for the community to make
necessary repairs—good main-
tenance—to keep our buildings
in good order.

What would you advise a
newcomer to the Abbey for a
successful monastic life?

An important thing is a good
relationship with Christ. St.
Benedict says the monastic
community should test can-
didates to see if they truly seek
God. So, the seeking of God and
living a Christian life is the
primary thing. For those
interested in joining the

Continued on page 2
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Brother Nicholas Erickson in the Abbey
church with the assembled community.

community, it’s also necessary
to be aware of monastic history
and the history of our
community. It’s also necessary
to become familiar with the
members of our community.
Community is an important
part of monastic life, therefore
it’s important for the newcomer
to become involved in com-
munity and to be acquainted
with members of the com-
munity.

What kind of message does
monastic life give to people
today?

We hope that the main message
is that monastic life bears
witness to the fact that we have
a supernatural calling, that we
should focus on what is truly
important, the salvation of our
souls and the salvation of
others. So, it’s important that
we bear witness to the spiritual
aspect of life, and to true and
lasting values.

What would you say to people
who believe that monastic life
is old-fashioned and out of
touch?

Monastic life has a long
tradition. The Benedictine Rule
and traditions have been
flexible. Our history has shown
that we’ve been able to adjust
to the needs of the world
around us and to make a good
contribution to that world
around us. Monastic spir-
ituality seems still to be strong;
it even has an impact on people
in the business world and other
aspects of secular life.

Should monks be “busy”
people?

In that respect, we’re not
always busy in the sense of
working at something. It’s true
that we ought to perform our
work as well as possible, but we
need to take time for prayer and
for rest and for community life.

Should monks know what is
going on and be connected to
the latest news?

The early monks—the monks of
the Egyptian desert in the early
Church—were not interested in
the news of the world around
them, although they did have
some contact with outside
people. Here at our monastery
we need to keep focused on
what is important. But we do
have some contact with the
outside world. The difficulty
might be in finding a proper
balance, so that we have
enough information to respond
to the needs of the time without
being distracted from our true
purpose which is to serve God
and to serve others.

Do you have a personal hero
or saint that you look up to for
inspiration and guidance?

I guess my main hero would be
St. Benedict who founded
monasteries and wrote a rule
for monks. Some recent popes
have set a good example: Pope
John XXIII, Pope John-Paul II.
The various saints can all be
inspiring.

You did not choose to have a
coat of arms. Do you have a
private motto that you work
by?

journey.” I interpret that to
mean focusing on a safe journey
to heaven.

What advice would you give a
novice setting out upon the
monastic way?

One word of advice would be to
have patience. It takes time to
understand the monastic way of
life. It takes time to adjust to the
various aspects of monastic life.
And we also have to adjust to
other members of the
community. And so perse-
verance is a big aspect of
monastic life; it takes sustained
effort over a period of years.

What do you wish someone
would have told you when you
were a novice?

In monastic life there needs to
be a balance between prayer
and our work. There’s a need to
take time for what’s important.

I don’t really have a proper
motto to work by. And it’s true,
I have no coat of arms. We do
have a community coat of arms
with a motto: Ite para tutum,
translated as “Prepare a safe

For the most part, I had the
benefit of good advice, to
persevere. Perhaps they could
have given me more about the
history and tradition of
monastic life. When I came to
the monastery the emphasis
was more on the apostolate,
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especially the schools that we
staffed. We had one year of
novitiate and then we were
shipped off to school. I finished
college at St. John’s. We did
have spiritual reading, both
public and private. But there
was not much focus on the
monastic way of life. The
spiritual reading assigned to us
was of a general nature: classic
works. We read Scripture. We
had public reading of Scripture.
And in school we had courses
in Scripture which were very
helpful. Lectio divina was not
mentioned. That was only
discovered by me many, many
years later. In my early days,
private prayer consisted mainly
of the rosary and other
devotions.

What advice would you give to
a monk battling anger, rage
and resentment lest he en-
danger monastic peace?

Anger and related sins are part
of the seven capital sins. Anger
can be a natural reaction, in
some cases. I think the stress of
monastic life is to have balance,
to express our anger in a helpful
way rather than in a way that
can do harm to others.
Sometimes anger results from
seeing that there’s something
wrong in the world around us,
and perhaps in our own lives.
And a constructive response to
anger is to try to correct the
situation to the best of our
ability.

What advice would you give to
a monk to foster a healthy self-
awareness?

an examination of conscience.
Some spiritual writers stress to
try to find our predominant
fault, or predominant faults,
and to work on those. One thing
that might help is a journal of
some sort: a prayer journal that
includes our emotional
reactions, how we respond to
things.

The goal of Benedictine life is
union with God, the pathway
is peace. Could you comment
on preserving peace in the
monastery?

As far as peace is concerned, in
St. Paul’s letter to the Galatians,
chapter five, peace is one of the
fruits of the Holy Spirit. So,
peace seems to be a byproduct
of being led by the Holy Spirit
in our lives. Although it is true
that in the Bible, peace has a
broader meaning of having a
proper relationship with God
and others and receiving
spiritual benefits from God.
Jesus said to his apostles after
his resurrection, “Peace be with
you.” He is stressing the
spiritual blessings that he was
giving them. Peace seems to be
a product of living a spiritual
life. It is true that we sometimes
have to deal with conflicts. We
must try to find ways to be
reconciled with our neighbor. �

One traditional way of helping
our self-awareness is what is
called an examination of
conscience. When I was starting
out in religious life we had a
ten-minute period each day for

August 7: Our canonical
Visitation begins with visitators
Abbot Lawrence Stasyszen
from St. Gregory’s Abbey in
Oklahoma and Father Elías
Correa-Torres from Belmont
Abbey in North Carolina. Once
every five years visitators are
assigned by the Abbot
President to check up on an
abbey or priory, as required by
Church law (thus canonical
visitation). It is a pastoral
exercise, with a view to
maintaining faith and dis-
cipline, and of correcting
abuses, if there are any. The
visitators encourage the
community in the Benedictine
way of life, and to improve the
manner in which it carries out
its charism within the life of the
Church. The visitators meet
with the Abbot, then with his
Senior Council, and then with
each member of the community
before they draw up a report. If
that sounds exhausting, it’s no
wonder visitations take place
only every five years. �

AUGUST
CHRONICLE

August 2: Two German
friends of Brother Placid Gross
visit the Abbey—Michael and
Klaus Rehm—who credit Placid
with returning a guild flag to
their city. How the flag got to
Assumption Abbey from Ger-
many is a mystery. At any rate,
Placid took the Klauses out to
Medora for the Teddy Roosevelt

National Park experience,
“where the buffalo roam, and
the deer and the antelope play.”
The next day he took them to
Bismarck for the “big city”
experience—at least in these
parts—and three days later
drove them to Twin Buttes for
the powwow experience, which
impressed the Germans greatly.
Did you know that 44 million
Americans, or about 14% of the
population, are of German
descent? And until World War
I, German language and
customs were more common
than English in hundreds of
U.S. communities. All that
changed with the two World
Wars when—because of the
enemy—all things German
were put aside. Well . . . all
except Oktoberfest. �
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August 8: The Rockin’ Rug
Hookers are back for their arts
& craft workshop begun here
some thirty years ago, with a
break for the two covid years
when the Abbey was closed to
visitors. Everyone calls it the
“Hooker Workshop,” tongue-
in-cheek. What they are good at
is making beautiful rugs by
pulling loops of dyed wool
through a stiff-woven base,
rugs that are too beautiful to
put on the floor. �

August 11: The Abbey
holds its annual Business
Meeting and Chapter, ap-
proving an alms list, electing
members to the Senior Council,
hearing updates on our
daughter-house Tibatí, and of
Praesidium matters. For on-
going education, the monks
listened to a video conference
on celibate chastity presented
by Brother John Mark
Falkenhain, a monk of St.
Meinrad Archabbey, who is
also on the staff of the St. Luke
Institute.�

August 12: The visitators
deliver their report to the
community and field questions
about its contents. In general,
the visitators, with admiration
and appreciation, expressed
confidence in our vibrancy and
witness, and in our ability to
continue to thrive. �

for Denver, Louisville, and
eventually Saint Meinrad
Archabbey, to begin the M. Div.
program at their School of
Theology. By coincidence,
Brother Stephen Johnson, the
other gardener at Assumption
Abbey, leaves on a short
vacation to Fargo. The garden
is abandoned! �

August 20: Eight Corvettes
are parked at the east entrance.
This Corvette club is given a
tour by Father James Kilzer.
Coincidentally, two Missouri
women depart, after an
overnight stay at the Abbey, on
their multi-year project to
bicycle in every state of the
union. North Dakota is their
39ᵗh. If you had to choose,
would it be a bicycle or a
Corvette?�

 of them get lost in the labyrinth
of development on the north
side of town and are almost
ready to bed down there for the
winter. A couple out on a walk
gave them directions: “You see
that hydrant? Take a left there
and drive until you see a green
house. Take a right and keep
going until the road forks. You
take a right, and keep driving
until you see Interstate above
you and keep driving because
you missed a right turn on
Burnt Boat Drive. Keep driving
until you hit . . . “ �

August 28: The Sunday
Hikers, who go out rain or
shine, visit Hutmacher Hill, and
then go on to the “UFO landing
site” which is an odd-shape rock
in a neighbor’s pasture. He
chases them out because he
owns aggressive longhorns that
love to use their muscle.�

August 30: Brother Stephen
Johnson is back to harvest
melons (Minnesota Midgets)
and Swiss chard from the Abbey
garden, both eaten with relish
at supper. �

August 15: We celebrate our
patronal feast of the
Assumption with a fine liturgy
and a festive banquet provided
by the kitchen. On an altogether
different note, Father Damian
Dietlein notices a mouse
swimming in his toilet bowl, a
shocking experience. His ad-
vice: “Look before you . . .” �

August 22: Brothers Ber-
trand Vogelweide and Benet
Tvedten attend a reading in
Bismarck at the house of oblate
Bonnie-Grace Staiger of her
poems, a lovely crown of
sonnets. Unfortunately, the two

SEPTEMBER
CHRONICLE

September 5: The Labor Day
outing, which involved two
vehicles and six monks,
consisted in visiting historical
sites in northwestern ND,
including Fort Buford, the
nearby Yellowstone-Missouri
Rivers confluence, and the
Fairview Bridge and the
Cartwright Tunnel, between
Fairview, MT and Cartwright,
ND. The bridge has an identical
twin in Montana called the
Snowden Bridge. The Cart-
wright tunnel is the only
completed railroad tunnel in the

 August 19: Brother Symeon
Rubbelke flies out of Dickinson
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This extraordinary photographic portrait
of Brother Martin Heier was taken by
Ken Jorgansen in 1976. Martin died three
years later. He is pictured in his room in
front of empty bookshelves for he was
nearly illiterate; he asked Brother Victor
Frankenhauser to write letters for him.
Martin may appear tall in the photo but
in reality he was short and meek, unless
on a horse. He was one of the last of the
Abbey cowboys and formidable in the
saddle, cracking a whip and driving the
cattle home from pasture. He was a
hard-working lay-brother. Back in those
days, when Father Roman Schmidt was
farm boss, Brother Martin and the hired
hands worked hard. Once, stacking
bales in the heat, Martin was fatigued
and ready to quit. Father Roman asked,
“What do we do when we’re tired?”
Brother Martin dutifully replied, “We
keep working!” And that’s just what he
did.

From the Archives:
state, for want of mountains.
Neither the bridge nor the
tunnel are used by the railroad
anymore. The bridge is
supposed to be haunted by the
ghost of a lynched rail worker
who was buried inside one of
the concrete abutments. The
monks saw no ghost, probably
because they visited the bridge
in broad daylight. �

September 6: Father James
Kilzer has submitted a grant
proposal for land improve-
ments around one of the Abbey
ponds. The cattle drink from
this pond, trample the shoreline,
and leave the water full of cow
pies. James wants to fence off
this pond and allow it to recover
for wildlife use. Meanwhile, a
stock tank will be established in
a more central location, fed by
a nearby spring. Only an
exceptionally talented cow can
poop into a stock tank. �

September 7: We begin
reading Bob Greene’s book
Once Upon a Town during
supper. This is a touching
account of the North Platte
Canteen in Nebraska that
offered food, drink, and
heartfelt gratitude to over six
million GIs from December 1941
to April 1946. Local volunteers
met every train and offered free
coffee, milk, sandwiches, fruit
and birthday cakes. The
Canteen is gone today, but a
life-size statue has been erected
there of Rae Wilson who
inspired that singular Canteen
activity. �

September 8: Kids are back
in school, and those in
formation at the Abbey are in
school, too, taking Music, The
Foundations of Celibacy,
Monastic History and  Elements
of the Liturgy. Calculus will be
left for another semester!  �

September 10: Abbot Daniel
Maloney and Father Valerian
Odermann travel to Bismarck to
attend a banquet for the all-
school reunion of Assumption
Abbey Prep School, which
closed back in 1968. Over one
hundred attended. Most of the
activities took place in
Bismarck, but 79 came out to the
Abbey for Mass and lunch.
Notable prizes were given for
oldest class (Seb Axtman and
Joe Hoff ’50. Our Father Damian
Dietlein ’49 was not up to
traveling to Bismarck), longest
trip (Bill Hamlin ’69 from
Scottsdale, AZ), most grand-
children (Joe Hoff ’50 with
twenty-two and James
Odermann ’68 with twenty),
and the youngest (Paul
Silbernagel ’71 who was a
freshman when the school
closed and who was celebrating
his 69ᵗh birthday at the banquet).
Many Assumption Abbey
monks came from the school,
and six are still alive: Fr.
Damian Dietlein ’49, Fr. Odo

Muggli ’57, Fr. Hugo Blotsky
’58, Abbot Daniel Maloney ’59,
Fr. Valerian Odermann ’64, and
Fr. Julian Nix ’66. �

September 11: Brother
Stephen, Father James and
Novice Chris went wild-plum
picking and brought home a
five-gallon container plumb-
full. �

September 15: Posted are
congratulatory letters to Father
Damian Dietlein and Abbot
Daniel Maloney for their
profession anniversaries from
Abbot Primate Gregory Polan,
Damian for 70 years, and Daniel
for 60 years. �

September 18: Prairie Stom-
pers (hikers) Brs. Placid, John,
Stephen and Novice Chris
check out a 1,500 ft. square burn
patch from a lightning strike
that is just 100 yards to the east
of the Southwest Water Pump
Station. �

September 24: The first
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                                        Br. Michael Taffe, O.S.B.
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Join us online Thursday,
February 9, 2023, for Giving
Hearts Day, a twenty-four hour
fundraising event for charities
in North Dakota and northwest
Minnesota. 100% of your
donation goes directly to the
charity you choose. With more
than five hundred charities
participating, there is a great
variety of ways to help, and
there are resources available to
maximize your efforts with the
charities you love. Giving
hearts day is a great wave of
giving that nourishes the region
through the whole-hearted
generosity of donors. Their web
page, at givingheartsday.org is
full of heart-warming charity-
success stories. In 2022, twenty-
six and a half million dollars
were raised through forty-one
thousand donations. Over one-
hundred and thirty-eight
millions dollars have been
given to charity since the

event’s founding in 2008. This
year, the Abbey will be most
grateful for donations to help
those who come to us in
immediate need for gas, food
and shelter. And we will also
accept donations to help make
our physical plant a place of
serenity and peace for all who
come here.                                 �

oblate retreat begins after Covid
recess with a good twenty-two
attending, among them five
inquirers. �

September 26: Oh foot! The
dishwasher is on the blink.
Paper plates and cups are used
at lunch (silverware being
washed by hand), but by
evening the washer is working
again, due to the hard work and
magic touch of Brs. John Seiler
and Jacob Deiss. �

September 30: A couple
with three children drive all the
way from Garden City, Kansas
to pick up 87 cases of altar wine,
a trip of 730 miles. This was not
the first big order from Garden
City. Back in 2018 they bought
50 cases of altar wine. The 87
cases might be the largest single
wine sale in Abbey history. �

monks. Her willingness to pop
over makes vaccination so
much easier. Our blessing is in
having a clinic right across the
street. �

October 6: Prior Michael
Taffe goes to jail! Actually, he
visits the State Penitentiary
from time to time, out of the
goodness of his heart, because
he was asked to do so. �

October 8: Six monks go out
to the field to help Brother
Stephen Johnson harvest the
potatoes. It’s nothing like
harvests of yore, when old

Brother Steve Martin planted
mile-long rows of spuds, yet out
of a relatively small plot about
a quarter of an acre comes 400+
pounds of red, Yukon Gold and
purple potatoes.

OCTOBER
CHRONICLE

 October 3: Abbot Daniel
Maloney and Prior Michael
Taffe begin their annual
meetings with monks in their
work places. There are quite a
few departments in our Abbey
operations: Maintenance, De-
velopment, Health Care,
Guests, Kitchen, Formation,
Library, Liturgy, Pastoral Help,
Gift Shop, Altar Wine Sales,
Business Office, Tailor Shop,
Groups & Tours, Laundry,
Garage, Orchard & Gardens,
Archives, to mention some. The
Abbot and Prior want to hear
how things are going and about
what can be done to make work
progress more smoothly. �

October 5: Becky from the
Richardton Clinic comes to give
flu shots to thirteen willing

As soon as that is finished,
the crew moves to the orchard
and pick boxes of pears and
apples. As the poet Robert Frost
writes, “There were ten
thousand thousand fruit to
touch, cherish in hand, lift
down, and not let fall. For all
that struck the earth, no matter
if not bruised or spiked with
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From the
Library
By Br. Michael Taffe

Caryll Houselander (1901-
1954) was a popular spiritual
writer and artist in England. She
wrote one novel, The Dry Wood
(Catholic University of America
Press), that was published in
1947. In the introduction to this
work, it was noted that
Houselander tried to see and
find Christ in everyone and in
every situation. The story takes
place in a poor neighborhood of
London near the river. A very
holy priest, Fr. Malone, has just
died and many thought of him
as a saint. The other major
character is a small boy, Willie
Jewel, who has never spoken as
he is crippled and mute. The
parishioners are trying to
undertake a parish novena for
the healing of this boy.

Other characters in the story
each have their own challenges
and struggles. Fr. O’Grady was
the assistant pastor of the parish
and fears that he will never be
as saintly as Fr. Malone. There
is the alcoholic woman who has
fallen on hard times and is
trying to remain sober; the
young reporter who is con-
verting to Catholicism and
trying to find his way through
life; the young woman who is
living with a rather unsavory
character and is the brunt of
harsh gossip. Monsignor Frayne
is the antagonist in the story. He
is trying to stop the novena for
fear that folks will get
‘hysterical.’ He focuses on
working with the wealthy and
young rather than the poor and

forgotten. The slogan of one of
his groups is, ‘act before
thinking’. Each chapter of the
book addresses the different
characters as the author weaves
them into her story.

I found this to be a lovely
book and enjoyed it greatly. No,
not everyone succeeds in
resolving their issues or
becoming better people, but this
simply reflects the quotidian
quality of our lives.

The Catholic University
Press is putting out a series of
women writers of the Catholic
Revival of the 19ᵗh and 20ᵗh
centuries, writings that have
been out of print or from
authors not well known. I will
definitely be looking forward to
seeing other selections in this
series.             �

Novice Chris Hartze shoveling snow on
a bright winter day.

stubble, went surely to the
cider-apple heap as of no
worth.” We might not be as
picky, but plenty of these apples
go to making juice. �

October 14: Father James
Kilzer is in Bismarck before the
Outdoor Heritage Fund Ad-
visory Committee presenting
his grant application for work
on one of the Abbey ponds. His
PowerPoint presentation wins
them over, and the committee
approves the application by a
vote of 9 to 1. The one dissenting
vote was because the project
was “too small” and should
have, perhaps, included all the
Abbey ponds and lake. If the
one pond is a success story, the
rest will be on the menu. �

October 17: Abbot Daniel,
Prior Michael and Brother
Bertrand are on hand for the
required annual Praesidium
conference call, required to
maintain our accreditation with
the organization whose mission
is to prevent the sexual abuse of
children and vulnerable adults
and to preserve trust in re-
spected establishments such as
our Abbey. �

October 26: Brothers Benet
Tvedten and Jacob Deiss head
off to Abbey of the Hills, a
retreat center at the former Blue
Cloud Abbey site in SD where
Benet was a member for many
years. They will be guests for
the retreat center fundraiser.
Benet is asked to speak. He has
many interesting stories about
Blue Cloud Abbey. �

October 30: Beep! Beep!
Father Damian Dietlein begins
using a motorized scooter to
navigate the corridors. He has
always been a careful driver. It’s
much easier to watch him drive
a cart than  use a walker.         �



known as St. Augustine’s. The
medieval chronicler and Bene-
dictine monk Saint Bede
records that Peter was sent back
to Rome, probably in 600, to
inform Pope Gregory about the
success of the mission and to
ask for more missionaries. Bede
records the letter and Gregory’s
reply in chapter 27 of his
Historia ecclesiastica gentis
Anglorum. Gregory sent the
pallium of an archbishop for
Augustine, along with sacred
vessels, vestments and relics. At
some point, Peter became abbot
of the new Canterbury abbey.
He was present at the Council
of Paris in 614, but soon after
drowned during a crossing of
the English Channel. He was
buried on the French side, near

“A young Benedictine monk kneeling,”
1824, by Jean Leonard Lugardon. Image
in the public domain.
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Benedictine
Saints

Stonehenge and Hadrian’s
Wall might make it easy for
some people to imagine a
Britain before Christianity, but
that was a long time ago. Saint
Peter of Canterbury was sent
there with Saint Augustine, on
the great Gregorian Mission to
convert the Anglo-Saxons to
Christianity. Peter was likely a
native of what is now Italy.
Most certainly he was a
Benedictine monk just like
Augustine, and also like Pope-
Saint Gregory, the one who sent
them both off to England in 596.
Peter and Augustine soon
converted King Aethelberht of
Kent who gave them land on
which to found an abbey. They
named the abbey SS Peter and
Paul, which later became

Boulogne-sur-Mer. People in
the area began reporting an
illuminated grave every night.
They decided that Peter was a
saint and exhumed him, giving
him a much better grave in
Boulogne. Where that grave

might be is not known; it
certainly is not illuminated.
January 6 is Saint Peter’s feast
day.

On February 2 good Saint
Hadeloga of Kitzingen is com-
memorated. She was the
daughter of Charles “The
Hammer” Martel who is not a
saint, for some interesting
reasons, though he was the
founder of the Carolingian
dynasty. Because a woman,
Hadeloga had almost no
political influence, but when
pressured into marriage, she
became suddenly inspired by a
vocation to be a nun and
founded an abbey in Kitzingen
in 745, there to become the first
abbess. This would seem to
have been a convenient refuge
except that Hadeloga was

venerated by one and all for her
care of the forgotten poor. Her
abbey survived almost eight
hundred years, until 1544 when
it was suppressed by the
Margrave of Brandenburg due
to his accepting the Protestant
Reformation. The population of
the area has remained largely
Lutheran ever since.                �


